


Are Struggling Franchisees
Jeopardizing Your Franchise System?

What You Can Do To Help Them!



What You’ll Take Away

 Ounce of prevention’s still worth a pound of cure!

 Data’s your friend & Red Flags are worth heeding

 Best ways to support struggling franchisees

 Franchisee and System size perspectives

 When support turns to intervention
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Are You Ready?  Let’s Play…
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Final Jeopardy



Ounce of Prevention - $100

Could a misunderstanding of 
what it means to be a 

franchisee be part of the 
problem?  



Ounce of Prevention - $200

How should Onboarding, 
training, and other franchisee 
preparation strategies be used 
to enhance franchisee success?



Ounce of Prevention  - $300

Doesn’t a lot of this go back to the 
importance of awarding franchises 

to the right franchisees?  



Ounce of Prevention - $400

Success requires having a shared 
vision of what it looks like. How do 

you communicate performance 
expectations on the front end?



Ounce of Prevention - $500

How do you Onboard and/or 
train franchisees who will be 

semi-absentee owners 
differently than those who will 
be more engaged in daily Ops? 



Red Flags & Data - $100

“Inspect what you expect.”  
What data should franchisors 
regularly inspect?  What other 
Red Flags should alert you that 

a franchisee may be on a 
potential path to failure?  



Red Flags & Data - $200

What kinds of Red Flags are more 
or less concerning and which ones 
trigger your organization to take 

action?



Red Flags & Data - $300

Are your franchisees regularly 
looking at the same data you are?  
Are your metrics as high a priority 

to them as they are to you?



Red Flags & Data - $400

Who sees franchisee performance 
data at headquarters?  Who’s 
proactively accountable for 

engaging franchisees when there 
are concerns?



Red Flags & Data - $500

There’s data and there are 
reasons behind the data.  How 
can you better understand what 

the numbers are saying?



Support - $100

How do you think about Field 
Support?  Are FPCs accountable 

for helping drive unit level 
performance?



Support - $200

How should targeted or “Rescue 
Training” be provided?  What about 

support Swat Teams? 



Support - $300

Can or should you ask successful 
franchisees to help support 

struggling franchisees? 



Support - $400

What happens when struggling 
performance turns to failing 

performance?  Do your Compliance 
strategies address performance?  



Support - $500

What alternative support options 
could you consider?  What about 

“too big to fail” franchisees?   



Intervention - $100

Struggling to succeed in cyclical 
conditions is normal isn’t it?  

When and how should a 
franchisee approach their 

franchisor for help?



Intervention - $200

What are best practices for 
performance-based notices of 

default and potential 
termination?  And how should 
you think about cure periods?



Intervention - $300

When and how should franchisors 
think about requiring that unit level 

operations be turned over to an 
outside management company?



Intervention - $400

What about the Legal side of this?  Is 
there potential liability if franchisor 

assistance doesn’t lead to a turnaround?  
Are there Joint Employer risk 

considerations?    



Intervention - $500

Despite best efforts to turn things 
around, bankruptcy may be an 

outcome.  As a franchisor, what can 
you do to mitigate this potential 

impact on your system? 



As System Grows - $100

Is there a difference between 
how you think about 

struggling franchisees when 
you’re starting out versus 

when you’ve reached scale?



As System Grows - $200

How should you think about 
the ambitious “10 Pack” 

franchisee who is struggling 
to get started or keep their 

development plans on track?  



As System Grows - $300

How do you keep the energy 
up and focused on the 

continuous improvement of 
franchisee performance and 
their ROI within your system 

as it matures?



As System Grows - $400

How are you thinking about the 
“lifecycle” of your franchisees?  
Will it just happen or are you 

planning for it?



As System Grows - $500

What are the greatest risks of 
struggling franchisee performance 

for larger and more mature 
franchise systems?



Final Jeopardy

What final advice do our experts 
have to help your franchise system 

maximize its number of highly 
successful franchisees?



What We’ve Covered Today

 Ounce of prevention’s still worth a pound of cure!

 Data’s your friend & Red Flags are worth heeding

 Best ways to support struggling franchisees

 Franchisee and System size perspectives

 When support turns to intervention



Success Is Always Worth
The Struggle


